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Abstract 

In the paper we will examine when the inverses of 
one-to-one Sierpinski- Zygmund partial functions from 
nt to nt are also of Sierpinski-Zygmund type. We show 
that the existence of a partial Sierpinski-Zygmund func
tion 1 with 1-1 being also Sierpinski-Zygmund is inde
pendent of ZFC axioms of set theory. However, 
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there exists a one-to-one Sierpinski-Zygmund injection 
j: It ~ It such that j-l is not Sierpinski-Zygmund. 
This work is related to the investigation of algebraic 
properties of the Sierpinski-Zygmund functions discussed 
in [5]. 

1 Preliminaries 

We will use the standard terminology and notation as in [3]. 
In particular, the functions will be identified with their graphs. 
The family of all functions from a set X into Y will be denoted 
by Y x. Ordinal numbers will be identified with the set of their 
predecessors and cardinal numbers with the initial ordinals. 
Symbol IX I will stand for the cardinality of a set X. For a 
cardinal number K, we will write K,+ for its cardinal successor 
while symbol [X]~ will denote the family of all subsets Y of X 
with IYI == K,. The cardinality of the set IR of real numbers is 
denoted by c. 

For X c IR we say that a function J: X ---t IR is of Sierpinski
Zygmund type (shortly, an SZ-function) if its restriction JIM 
is discontinuous for any set M E [X]c. The class of Sierpinski
Zygmund functions was introduced in [7] in connection with a 
discussion around the Blumberg theorem which says that for 
every function J: IR ---t IR there exists a dense set D C lR, such 
that liD is continuous. (For more information on this discus
sion see survey [4, Sec. 2].) The family of all SZ-functions from 
a set X E [IR]C into IR will be denoted by SZ. The symbol C 
will stand for the family of all continuous functions J: IR ---t IR 
and CG6 for the family of all continuous functions defined on 
G6 subsets of JR. 

Recall that a function for X E [IR]C a function J: X ---t lR 
is an SZ-function if and only if IJ n 91 < c for every 9 E CG6 . 

(See e.g. [7].) This is due to the fact that every continuous 
function from a subset of a Polish space into a Polish space 
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can be extended continuously so that its domain is a G8 set. 
We will also use the following easy characterization of one
to-one SZ-functions, where symbol Cab stands for the class of 
nowhere constant functions 9 E Cab' 

Lemma 1 ([5, Lemma 4.24]) Assume that f: X ~ IR is one
to-one, where X E [lR]c. Then f E SZ if and only if I/ngl < c 
for every g E Cab' 

Lemma 1 is a consequence of a fact that for every contin
uous function f: G ---4' lR with G c lR there exists an open set 
U C lR such that fl(Gn U) is locally constant while fl(G\ U) 
is nowhere constant. 

2 The results 

It is easy to construct a one-to-one SZ-function f: IR ~ JR. 
On the other hand the existence of an SZ-bijection f: JR ~ lR 
is not provable in ZFC, since in the iterated perfect set model 
there is no SZ-function from lR onto lR. (See [1].) In particular 
in this model there are no bijections f: lR ~ lR such that f 
and j-l are both of an SZ-type. Therefore in our investigation 
which one-to-one SZ-functions f: lR ~ IR have SZ inverses we 
are forced either to consider partial functions or to work with 
some additional set theoretical assum"ptions. Below we will use 
both of these approaches. 

We will start with noticing that there are ZFC examples of 
SZ injections f: IR ~ lR for which f- 1 1:. SZ. 

Theorem 2 There exists a one-to-one SZ-function f: [0,1] ----t 

[0,1] such that f-l: frO, 1] ~ lR is continuous. Moreover, if 
C C [0, 1] is nowhere dense then so is f[C]. 

Proof: Let g: [0, 1] ~ [0,1] be a continuous nowhere constant 
function with Ig- 1 (y)1 == c for every y E [0,1]. (For a con
struction of such a function see e.g. [2, pp. 148-150].) Fix 
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enumerations {ga: a < c} of CG6 and {xa:a < c} of [0,1]. By 
transfinite induction for every a < c choose 

and put f(x a) == Ya. Then f is one-to-one and, by Lemma 1, 
it is SZ. Moreover, f- 1 C g. Thus f- 1 is continuous. 

To see the the additional property suppose that C C [0,1] is 
nowhere dense. Then g-1 (C) is a closed nowhere dense subset 
of [0, 1], since continuous functions map connected sets into 
connected sets and 9 is nowhere constant. Thus f[ C] c g-1 (C) 
is nowhere dense. 0 

Corollary 3 There exists a one-to-one SZ-junction g: IR ~ IR 
such that g-1 tt SZ. 

Proof: Let h be a homeomorphism between lR and (0,1) and j 
be from Theorem 2. Then 9 == I 0 h has the desired properties. 
D 

Remark 4 If f: lR ~ lR is an SZ injection then j-l is not 
continuous on any perfect set P C f[lR]. In particular) if f is 
the junction from Theorem 2 then frO, 1] does not contain any 
perfect set. 

Proof: If I-I is continuous on a perfect set P C j[lR] then it 
is a homeomorphism between P and a perfect set T == f- 1 (P). 
Then fiT is continuous, contrary to f E SZ. D 

Next we will show that the function f from Corollary 3 can 
be a bijection under appropriate set theoretical assumption 
guaranteeing existence of SZ-surjection f: IR ~ R. For this 
we will use the following lemma. 
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Lemma 5 Assume that lR cannot be covered by less than c 
many meager sets. Then for every residual set G C lR and 
every Y E [IR]C there exists an SZ-bijection g: G ---+ Y. 

Proof: Let {ga: a < c}, {Ya: a < c}, and {xa:a < c} be the 
enumerations of COb' Y and G, respectively. By induction on 
a < c we will construct the sequences {{aa' ba} E [G]2: a < c} 
and {{Ca,da} E [y]2: a < c} aiming for defining 9 by g(aa) == 
Ca and g(ba) == da. The construction is done maintaining the 
following inductive conditions for every a < c. 

(i) aa == X a if X a tJ. Ue<a {ae, be}· Otherwise aa is an arbitrary 
element of G \ Ue<a {ae, be}. 

(ii) da == Ya if Ya tf. Ue<a {ce, de}· Otherwise da is an arbitrary 
element of Y \ Ue<a {ce, de}· 

(iii) ba E G\ ({aa} U Ue<a{ae,bd U Ue<a 9e- 1 (da)). 

(iv) Ca E Y \ ({da} U Ue<a {ce,dd U {ge(aa):e < a}). 
The choice as in (iii) can be made since the set Ue<a g"i1(da) is 
a union of less than continuum many nowhere dense sets, so it 
cannot cover G. It is easy to see that 9 constructed that way 
is a well defined one-to-one function from G onto Y. It is SZ 
by Lemma 1. Indeed, let 9a E COb and x E lR be such that 
g(x) == ga(x). Then there exist e< c such that x E {ae, be}. 
To finish the argument it is enough to notice that e~ a. But 
if e > a then, by (iv), g(ae) == Ce =I ga(ae) and, by (iii), 
9(be) == de =I 9a(be) implying that g(x) =I 9a(x). 0 

Corollary 6 If lR cannot be covered by less than c many mea
ger sets then there exists an SZ-bijection h: R ---+ R such that 
h-1 is not an SZ-function. 
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Proof: Let f be as in Theorem 2 and let C C [0,1] be a 
Cantor set. Apply Lemma 5 for G = lR \ C and X == lR \ f[C] 
to find an SZ-bijection 9: G ~ X. Then h == 9 U flC is an 
SZ bijection and h-1 If[C] is continuous. Thus h-1 is not an 
SZ-function. 0 

The next theorem shows in particular that under appropri
ate set theoretical assumptions there exist also SZ-bijections 
f: lR ---+ lR such that f- 1 is also an SZ-function. 

Theorem 7 Assume that lR cannot be covered by less than c 
many meager sets. Then there exists an SZ bijection f: lR ~ R 
such that j-l == j. 

Proof: Let {9a: a < c} and ira: a < c} be the enumerations 
of C06 and lR, respectively. We will construct by induction on 
a < c a family of pairwise disjoint sets {{aa, ba} E [R]2: a < c} 
such that the following conditions hold for every a < c: 

(i) ra E Ue~a {ae, be}; and, 

(ii) (aOl,bOl ) f/:. U $OI(ge ugt), wheregt = {(y,x):y = ge(x)}.e

The construction is aimed to define j by putting j(aa) == ba 
and f(ba) = aa for every a < c. This clearly will imply that 
1-1 = I, while (i) will guarantee that f is defined for all real 
numbers. 

To see that the choice of such a sequence is possible, assume 
that for some Q < c the sequence {{ae, be} E [R]2: << a} is 
already defined. Then we define aa as ra if ra f/:. Ue<a {ae, be} 
and as an arbitrary elemeIlt of the set lR \ Ue<a {ae, be} other
wise. Now, to have (ii) it is enough to choose ba such that 

ba E lR \ ({a Ol } U U{ae,bd U U({ge(a Ol )} uge1 (a Ol ))) , 
e<a e~a 

(1) 
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which is possible since according to our assumption less than 
continuum many nowhere dense sets g;l (aa) does not cover JR. 

To verify that f E SZ by Lemma 1 it is enough to show 
that Ifngl < c for any 9 E COb' So, fix agE COb and let x E R 
be such that f(x) = g(x). Then there exist a,e < c such that 
9 = ga and x E {ae,be}· Observe that e::; a. Indeed, if e> a 
then, by (1), ga(ae) =I- be = f(ae) and ga(be) =I- ae = f(be), as 
be ~ g~l(ae), a contradiction. Therefore I! n gl ::; lal < c. 0 

Theorem 7 and Corollary 6 show that under appropriate set 
theoretic assumptions there are SZ bijections f from JR onto JR 
such that !-1 is SZ and such that f- 1 is not SZ. We also know 
that these results cannot be obtained in ZFC. (See [1].) On 
the other hand, by Corollary 3, there is a ZFC example of an 
SZ injection g: R ---* R with g-l ~ SZ. Thus, to complete the 
picture, it is reasonable to ask the question whether there is a 
ZFC example of an SZ injection g: R ---* JR for which g-l E SZ. 
The negative answer for this question will be deduced from the 
following characterization. 

Theorem 8 The follo1ving conditions are equivalent: 

(i)	 for each bijection f from a set X E [lR.]c onto a set Y E 

[R]C either f tf. SZ or f- 1 tf. SZ; 

(ii)	 there exists a family of functions H C Cab of cardinality 
less than c such that IR? = U'H u U{h -1: h E 'H}, 1vhere 
h-1 = {(y, x): y = h(x)}. 

Proof: (ii)=}(i) Assume that there exists H C Cab with IHI = 

K: < c satisfying (ii). First note that this implies that 

(2) 

(This is an easy generalization of property PI from [6]. See 
also [3, Thm 6.1.8].) 
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Indeed, by way of contradiction assume that c > 11:+ and 
take X C lR with IXI == 11:+. Then Y == U{h[X]: h E H} 
has cardinality :s; 11:+ < c. Take y E IR \ Y and x E X \ 
{h(y): h E H}. (This can be done, since I{h(y): h E H}I :s; 
IHI == 11: < IXI.) Then (x, y) ~ UH by the choice of y and 
(x, y) ~ U{h- 1

: h E H} by the choice of x, a contradiction. 
To show (i) take a bijection f: X -+ Y for some X, Y E 

[IR]c. Then, by the Pigeon Hole Principle and the regularity 
of K+, there exists h E H such that either If n hi == c, or 
If-1 n hi == If n h-11== c. Thus either f t/: SZ or f- 1 t/: SZ. 

(i)=>(ii) Let CGo == {ga: a < c} and for each a < c let 
Ha == {g/3: (3 :s; a}. Suppose -,(ii). We choose inductively a 
sequence {(xa, Ya): a < c} of points such that 

(1) X a =I X/3 for (3 < a; 

(2) Ya =I Y/3 for (3 < a; 

(3) (xa, Ya) E IR2
\ (U Ha UU{h-1 : h E Ha}). 

Such a choice is possible by the negation of (ii). 
Put X == {x a: a < c}, Y == {Ya: a < c} and f (xa) == Ya. 

Then X, Y E [IR]C and f: X -+ Y is a bijection. To prove that f 
is SZ function observe that for each a < c we have If nga I < c 
since {x E X: f(x) == ga(x)} C {Xi': (3 :s; a}. Similarly, for 
every CY < C we have 11-1 ngaI < c since {,B: (Yi', Xi') E ga} C CY. 

SO f- 1 is an SZ-function, contrary to (i). 0 

Corollary 9 It is consistent with ZFC that there is no bijec
tion f from a set X E [lR]C onto a set Y E [lR]C such that both 
f E SZ and f- 1 E SZ. 

Proof: It follows from Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 3.3 of 
a recent paper of Steprans [8] (see also Definition 2.3 and 
Lemma 2.2) that the condition (ii) from Theorem 8 is con
sistent with ZFC axioms. 0 
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